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Calvino

The Calvino series of pendant lights pay homage to novelist Italo Calvino. As in his great 
utopic book Invisible Cities, our Calvino light suggests an idealized floating city, warmly 
lit at night.
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Configurations       

Product Overview 

Product:
Calvino 

Details:
Shade - bamboo with natural oil finish
Canopy - silver powder coated aluminum, custom colours available
Cord - black or white, clear also available       

Description:
Modular downlight pendant, ideal for hanging individually or in groups       

Environmental:
- rapidly renewable material (bamboo)
- low emitting materials (bamboo)
- energy efficient 
- regional material (if end use is within 800km of Vancouver, Canada)

  

Lamp Type:
Medium base E27 120V - 40 W MAX
13 Watt CFL bulb provided
12000 hrs
2700k

  

Dimensions:
(individual shade) 3-3/4" x 3-3/4" x 12"
Cord length - to specification
Weight - 1kg / 2 lb. per shade
Custom sizes and configurations available
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Regulatory Compliance:
All products are inspected and accepted by CSA International prior to 
shipment. Final acceptance of the approval mark is subject to the 
requirements of the local Authority Having Jurisdiction.
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Standard Configurations 

*prices reflect standard models, please contact us for enquiries regarding customisation.

Calvino 1
Dimensions - L: 3-3/4” W: 3-3/4”  H: 12” 
Drop - to specification
Lamping - 1 x medium base 40W max. 
Weight - 2lb. - 1kg 
Typical lead time - 2-6 Weeks
Price - $325.00          

Calvino 3
Dimensions - L: 10” W: 10”  H: 29” or to specification 
Drop - to specification
Lamping - 3 x medium base 40W max. 
Weight - 6lb. - 3kg 
Typical lead time - 2-6 Weeks
Price - $920.00          

Calvino 5
Dimensions - L: 14” W: 14”  H: 29” or to specification 
Drop - to specification
Lamping - 5 x medium base 40W max. 
Weight - 10lb. - 4.5kg 
Typical lead time - 2-6 Weeks
Price - $1500.00         

Calvino 9
Dimensions - L: 17-1/2” W: 17-1/2”  H: 55” or to specification
Drop - to specification
Lamping - 9 x medium base 40W max. 
Weight - 18lb. - 8kg 
Typical lead time - 2-6 Weeks
Price - $2750.00          

Calvino 7
Dimensions - L: 17-1/2” W: 17-1/2”  H: 30” or to specification
Drop - to specification
Lamping - 7 x medium base 40W max. 
Weight - 14lb. - 6kg 
Typical lead time - 2-6 Weeks
Price - $2150.00         
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*prices reflect standard models, please contact us for enquiries regarding customisation.

Product Overview propellor

Product:
Calvino Wall Sconce       

Details:
Shade - bamboo with natural oil finish
Mounting - to standard junction box 
Dimensions - L: 14” W: 3.75”  H: 10” or to specification 
Lamping - 1 x medium base 40W max. 
Weight - 5 lb. - 2.5 kg     

Description:
Wall mounted sconce with up and down light throw       

Environmental:
- rapidly renewable material (bamboo)
- low emitting materials (bamboo)
- energy efficient 
- regional material (if end use is within 800km of Vancouver, Canada)

  

       

Regulatory Compliance:
All products are inspected and accepted by CSA International prior to shipment. Final acceptance of 
the approval mark is subject to the requirements of the local Authority Having Jurisdiction.  
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Typical lead time - 2-6 Weeks
Price - $460.00
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